Creativity as
Sacrament
Experiencing The Mystery, Grace,
and Power of Self-Expression
a workshop with

Jan Phillips
This workshop addresses creativity as a sacred gesture—one that involves collaboration with the
Divine as a primary element of self-expression. Imagine that Spirit is seeking to create through us, to
regenerate Divine Being into this culture, Spirit/Word waiting to be made flesh through our creative
expressions. Imagine yourself the vessel of transmission, one chosen to birth the sacred in word, song,
clay, image. Imagine the power and the grace of the Divine moving up through your depths, clearing
your cloudiness, lighting your life as it makes its way into the world.
• Discover your inner voice and what it has to say
• Understand the importance of your creativity and its contribution to the world
• Find new ways to honor your work and give it the time it deserves
• Experience the joy of surrendering your fears and allowing Spirit to be
released through you
"This workshop is an opportunity for each of us to make contact with the Divine in ourselves and
each other. We will learn to approach our creative work from a new angle and get past the forces
that have kept us silent. The world needs our voices now. Let us learn to send them out there with
confidence, compassion, and courage." – Jan Phillips

Jan Phillips is a writer, speaker, and national workshop
director. She is the author of Creativity Unzipped, There
Are Burning Bushes Everywhere, No Ordinary Time, Born
Gay, The Art of Original Thinking, Divining the Body, God
Is at Eye Level, Marry Your Muse, and Making Peace: One
Woman’s Journey Around the World. Jan is co-founder and
Executive Director of the Livingkindness Foundation and
responsible for the Livingkindness Learning Centre in
Kadunah, Nigeria. She has taught in 23 countries around
the world For more info, www.janphillips.com.

